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Abstract Processing within the dorsal visual stream sub-
serves object-directed action, whereas visual object recogni-
tion is mediated by the ventral visual stream. Recent findings
suggest that the computations performed by the dorsal stream
can nevertheless influence object recognition. Little is known,
however, about the type of dorsal stream information that is
available to assist in object recognition. Here, we present a
series of experiments that explored different psychophysical
manipulations known to bias the processing of a stimulus
toward the dorsal visual stream in order to isolate its contri-
bution to object recognition. We show that elongated-shaped

stimuli, regardless of their semantic category and familiarity,
when processed by the dorsal stream, elicit visuomotor grasp-
related information that affects how we categorize manipula-
ble objects. Elongated stimuli may reduce ambiguity during
grasp preparation by providing a coarse cue to hand shaping
and orientation that is sufficient to support action planning.
We propose that this dorsal-stream-based analysis of elonga-
tion along a principal axis is the basis for how the dorsal visual
object processing stream can affect categorization of manipu-
lable objects.
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Introduction

A long tradition of research in cognitive science has dissected
out the components of object processing within the ventral and
dorsal visual pathways. Ventral visual regions, including ventral
and lateral occipito-temporal cortices, mediate processing of
shape, color, and texture information in support of visual object
recognition (e.g., Cant & Goodale, 2007; Goodale & Milner,
1992; Grill-Spector, Kourtzi, & Kanwisher, 2001; Miceli,
Fouch, Capasso, Shelton, Tamaiuolo, & Caramazza, 2001).
The dorsal visual stream, which projects from V1 through
dorsal occipital to posterior parietal structures, is responsible
for spatial and visuomotor analyses necessary for grasping and
manipulating objects (e.g., Culham, Danckert, Souza, Gati,
Menon, & Goodale, 2003; Goodale & Milner, 1992; Johnson-
Frey, 2004).

Insofar as visual object recognition is concerned, processes
mediated by the dorsal visual pathway typically have not been
regarded as an important, or even a potential, source of informa-
tion (e.g., Goodale &Milner, 1992;Miller, Nieder, Freedman, &
Wallis, 2003; for a review, see Mahon & Caramazza, 2005).
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Recently, however, it has become clear that dorsal stream
visuomotor information can interact with conceptual decisions
about objects (e.g., Almeida, Mahon, & Caramazza, 2010;
Almeida, Mahon, Nakayama, & Caramazza, 2008; Helbig,
Graf, & Kiefer, 2006). Here, we will address the nature of the
dorsal stream information that can affect the conceptual analysis
of manipulable objects.

Most discussions of the dorsal visual pathway emphasize its
role in visually guided action; neurophysiological and neuro-
imaging studies have shown that the dorsal stream is highly
tuned to grasp and reach preparation (e.g., Culham et al., 2003;
Murata, Gallese, Luppino, Kaseda, & Sakata, 2000) and online
control of movements (e.g., Desmurget et al., 1999). Hence, the
kind of object-related information that the dorsal stream may
contribute to conceptual decision making should be related to
visuomotor processing about volumetrically optimal grasps
and, in general, to the grasping status of an object.

A structural—and typically, visual—dimension that may
facilitate the visuomotor description of an object and, as such,
be useful in selecting a particular grasp is object elongation.
Elongation is a coarse cue for object graspability. The majority
of the handheld tools that we use in our daily life have an
elongated shape with one major and unambiguous longitudi-
nal axis. Moreover, elongated shapes have spatial characteris-
tics that facilitate the preparation of a particular grasp—for
example, the presence of a handle. As such, elongation is a
visual dimension that could have a privileged relationship to
processing within the dorsal visual pathway. The experiments
reported below test whether elongation, as a visual dimension,
can affect conceptual decisions about manipulable objects.

Experiments

If object elongation is a stimulus dimension that “triggers”
processing by the dorsal stream, which can then affect con-
ceptual decisions about manipulable objects, elongated items,
regardless of their category and when processed differentially
by the dorsal stream, should influence the categorization of
manipulable objects. To address this issue, we manipulated
whether primes were elongated, independently of their seman-
tic category membership. For instance, we presented an image
of a fish (i.e., an elongated object that is an animal) and of a
knife (i.e., an elongated object that is a tool). The processing of
the image of a fish may elicit some ambiguity in the visual
system: The ventral stream may perceive it as an animal and,
hence, quite different from a knife, whereas processing within
the dorsal stream may be triggered by the fact that it is an
elongated object and, as such, “invites” a particular grasp—in
part, similar to the dorsal stream’s “understanding’ of a knife.
Thus, the issue is whether, when used as a prime and in
situations where processing is biased toward dorsal stream
structures, fish behaves like knife in priming the categorization

of tool targets, as compared with a prime image of an elephant
(i.e., a nonelongated animal). In order to explore this question,
we used a series of psychophysical manipulations to bias the
processing of unconsciously presented prime pictures toward
the dorsal visual stream.

In Experiments 1 and 2, we exploited the processing char-
acteristics of two different psychophysical procedures: contin-
uous flash suppression (CFS; e.g., Tsuchiya & Koch, 2005),
and backward masking (BM; e.g., Breitmeyer & Ogmen,
2000). Pictures rendered invisible by these procedures seem
to activate different parts of the visually responsive cortex. On
the one hand, pictures suppressed under CFS (and, in particu-
lar, pictures of tools) elicit activity within parietal and occipito-
parietal regions of the dorsal stream that is comparable to
that obtained for pictures presented visibly, whereas activity
within the ventral visual stream is dramatically reduced under
CFS, as compared with visible conditions (e.g., Fang & He,
2005; Logothetis & Schall, 1989; see also Tong, Nakayama,
Vaughan, & Kanwisher, 1998). Note, however, that these data
have recently been challenged: Some authors have failed to
report any neural activity (irrespective of the visual stream) for
CFS-suppressed images (e.g., Hesselmann & Malach, 2011),
whereas others have shown that information can be decoded
about CFS-suppressed images from ventral stream structures
with the use of more refined analysis (i.e., multi-voxel pattern
analysis; Sterzer, Haynes, & Rees, 2008). Overall, though, the
data on the neural fate of CFS-suppressed information suggest
that while claims about strong dissociations between dorsal
and ventral visual streams under CFS stimulation are not
sustainable, there are grounds for assuming that CFS leads
to a relative bias in processing for the dorsal, as comparedwith
the ventral, stream.

On the other hand, pictures presented under BM elicit
appreciable neural responses in a much wider set of brain
regions, including regions within both ventral and dorsal visual
streams (Dehaene et al., 2001; Rolls & Tovee, 1994). Thus, the
information computed fromCFS-suppressed stimuli and stimuli
rendered invisible with BMwill differ, principally, in the extent
to which the processing within the dorsal stream is relatively
isolated or is accompanied by processing within the ventral
stream, respectively (for a similar approach, see Almeida
et al., 2010; Almeida et al., 2008). We can therefore predict that
elongated primes (e.g., fish, knife) rendered invisible with CFS
will facilitate processing of a tool target. However, when BM is
used to render primes invisible, we predict that it is the category
membership of the prime that will govern priming effects.

In Experiment 3, we used BM and explored hemispheric
asymmetries in the processing of manipulable objects (for a
similar approach, see Garcea, Almeida, &Mahon, 2012). The
neural processing of manipulable objects is strongly left-
lateralized within dorsal stream structures. When pictures of
tools, as compared with pictures of animals, are viewed, a left-
lateralized network of regions including inferior and superior
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parietal regions and the ventral premotor cortex is activated
(e.g., Chao &Martin, 2000; Johnson-Frey, Newman-Norland,
&Grafton, 2005;Mahon et al., 2007; Noppeney, Price, Penny,
& Friston, 2006; for reviews, see Lewis, 2006; Martin, 2007).
Moreover, brain damage affecting left-hemisphere parietal
structures or the left lateral temporal cortex can lead to impair-
ments in the knowledge of how to manipulate tools and/or to
conceptual impairments for tools (Damasio, Tranel, Grabowski,
Adolphs, & Damasio, 2004; Johnson-Frey, 2004; Mahon et al.,
2007; Tranel, Damasio, & Damasio, 1997). Interestingly, that
asymmetry is not as apparent within ventral stream structures;
viewing tools, in comparison with other categories, typically
leads to bilateral activations of the medial fusiform gyrus
(e.g., Chao & Martin, 2000; Mahon et al., 2007), although
the effect is often stronger in the left than in the right.
Handy, Grafton, Shroff, Ketay, and Gazzaniga (2003) showed
that tool-related visuomotor information (e.g., affordances)
influenced participants’ performance when presented in the
right and lower visual fields—suggesting a left-hemisphere
dorsal stream locus. This result was further backed up by their
fMRI results, showing strong left-lateralization within parietal
and premotor regions for the processing of the affordances
provided by tool stimuli.

There is a strong tradition of using procedures that present
stimuli to the left visual field (LVF) and/or the right visual
field (RVF) (and crucially, away from the fovea) to explore
hemispheric asymmetries in other domains (e.g., Bub&Lewine,
1988; Chiarello, Nuding,& Pollock, 1988; Finkbeiner, Almeida,
& Caramazza, 2006; Garcea et al., 2012; Hunter & Brysbaert,
2008). The feasibility of these procedures rests on the fact
that the LVF projects to the right hemisphere, whereas the
RVF projects to the left hemisphere, and on the assumption
that projecting directly to a functionally specialized network
will lead to more efficient processing of information. Given
that, for tools, there is strong left-lateralization in the dorsal,
but not ventral, visual pathways, Experiment 3 used RVF
presentations to present stimuli to both the dorsal and ventral
visual pathways and LVF presentations to bias processing
toward ventral stream structures. As such, we anticipated that
the ambiguity in the processing of a picture of an elongated
fish would lead to faster responses for tool targets when this
prime picture was presented in the RVF, but not when it was
presented in the LVF. This is because RVF presentations
would favor an interpretation of a fish as an elongated object
over the interpretation as an animal (or at the very least,
would offer such an interpretation along with the category
membership), whereas LVF presentation would not lead to
this bias in interpretation (and if anything, would lead to the
opposite). That is, responses for tool targets should be affected
by an elongated animal prime picture when presented in the
RVF, but not when presented in the LVF, whereas tool primes
should facilitate tool target categorization irrespective of the
visual field in which they are presented.

Finally, in Experiment 4, we employed BM to mask our
prime pictures and measured reaching movements (e.g.,
Finkbeiner & Friedman, 2011; Song & Nakayama, 2008),
since this dependent measure relies on processing that takes
place within dorsal stream structures. The involvement of
dorsal stream structures in planning and executing reaching
movements has been widely demonstrated. For instance, on-
line visuomotor corrections that are crucial for the execution
of reaching movements are performed by the dorsal visual
stream (e.g., Desmurget et al., 1999; Goodale, Pelisson, &
Prablanc, 1986). Moreover, single-cell recording studies in
nonhuman primates have strongly associated the planning of
reaching movements with a particular group of regions within
the posterior parietal cortex (i.e., the parietal reach area; e.g.,
Batista, Buneo, Snyder, & Andersen, 1999). Neuroimaging
and neuropsychological human data corroborate these find-
ings. Patients suffering from optic ataxia following lesions to
the posterior-superior parietal cortex have difficulty reaching
toward targets (e.g., Perenin & Vighetto, 1988), particularly
when these are presented in the periphery. Human fMRI data
from healthy participants have shown that regions in the
vicinity of the intraparietal sulcus are involved in reaching
tasks (e.g., Connolly, Andersen, & Goodale, 2003; Prado
et al., 2005; for a review, see Culham, Cavina-Pratesi &
Singhal 2006). In Experiment 4, we asked participants to
reach and point toward an area of the screen, the location of
which was dependent on the category of the target. Because
the analyses of reaching trajectories may provide a more direct
view of dorsal-stream-based effects than do traditional
buttonpress measures, we predicted that in this experiment,
elongated animal primes would behave more like elongated
tool primes in modulating categorization of tool targets than
would nonelongated animal primes. That is, in this experi-
ment, we changed the type of response requested (from the
typical buttonpress to reaching trajectories), rather than the
presentation technique or the position of the stimulus (as in the
previous experiments), and expected that this response type,
because of its reliance on dorsal stream processing, would
reveal the effects of a bias for elongated stimuli to be processed
by dorsal stream structures.

To anticipate our results, elongated primes, when presented
under conditions that bias processing toward the dorsal
stream, lead to priming effects for tool targets, irrespective
of the semantic category of the prime. This pattern of results
suggests that dorsal stream information pertaining to a
visuomotor dimension—object elongation—restricts the pool
of alternative object-related visuomotor descriptions and can
affect conceptual decisions.

Experiment 1

We asked participants to perform a simple categorization task
on target pictures that belonged to the category of either tools
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or animals. Participants were asked to press a response key
with one index finger if the target was an animal and to press
another key with the other index finger if the target was a tool.
Unbeknownst to participants, each target picture was preceded
by a prime picture that could also be an animal or a tool.
Within each prime category, we chose items that had either
an elongated shape (e.g., hammer, fish), or a “blob-like”
shape (e.g., doorknob, horse; see Fig. 1a). We did not
manipulate the elongation profile of the target pictures.
Rather, we used typical animals, which tend to be blob-like,
and typical tools, which tend to be elongated (see below for
further discussion).

Two different procedures were used to present the prime
pictures and render them invisible: CFS (Experiment 1a; see
Fig. 1b) and BM (Experiment 1b; see Fig. 1c). In CFS, a static
image competes (interocularly) with a dynamic pattern, with
the latter reliably suppressing the former for a prolonged

period of time, whereas in BM, an image is presented for a
brief amount of time (e.g., 20 ms), followed immediately by a
high-contrast random-noise mask that renders the briefly
presented image invisible.

Method

Participants One hundred four undergraduate students partic-
ipated in the study in exchange for course credit or payment
(54 in Experiment 1a and 50 in Experiment 1b). All partici-
pants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, were right-
handed, and gave written informed consent. Participants were
naïve as to the experimental hypotheses. The project was
approved by the appropriate institutional review board.

Materials and procedure We used black-and-white pictures
of animals and tools. For each semantic category, we selected

Fig. 1 Stimuli and experiment design. a Examples of the prime stimuli
used in Experiments 1–4. b For Experiments 1a and 2, we used contin-
uous flash suppression to render the prime stimuli invisible. c For

Experiments 1b and 4, we used backward masking (BM) to render the
prime stimuli invisible. Note that for Experiment 3, we used BM but
prime presentation was lateralized
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4 pictures as targets and 8 different pictures as primes
(see supplementary Fig. 1 for the full set of pictures; for
examples, see the first and second columns of Fig. 1a). Half
of the prime pictures within each semantic category had an
elongated shape, whereas the other half had a blob-like shape.
In total, 16 prime pictures were selected: four blob-like animals
(elephant, turtle, cow, and spider), four elongated animals (eel,
dragonfly, caterpillar, and fish), four blob-like “tools” (faucet
knob, doorknob, tape measure, and shower sponge), and four
elongated tools (hammer, saw, hairbrush, and wrench). This
way, the primes were categorically congruent with one
group of targets and categorically incongruent with the other
(e.g., animal primes were categorically congruent with animal
target pictures and categorically incongruent with tool target
pictures) and could orthogonally belong to one of the two
different shape categories (i.e., elongated and blob-like). Note
that the target pictures of tools that we used were all elongated
in shape, whereas the target pictures of animals were all blob-
like in shape. The same pictures were used in Experiments 1a
and 1b. Each participant completed 384 trials, with each of the
eight targets being presented 48 times and each of the 16
primes being presented 24 times.

In Experiment 1a, the primes were rendered invisible using
CFS (see Fig. 1b). To induce CFS, red/green anaglyph glasses
were worn by the participants to allow for dichoptic presenta-
tion of the images. On each trial, we presented a low-
luminance, low-contrast version of the prime stimulus, restrict-
ed to the green RGB channel, to the participant’s nondominant
eye and a dynamic high-contrast random-noise pattern, restrict-
ed to the red RGB channel, that changed every 100 ms to the
dominant eye (for further discussion, see Almeida et al., 2010;
Almeida et al., 2008). The stimuli were presented centrally and
subtended 7° of visual angle. In this experiment, participants
saw a fixation cross (for 500 ms), the prime and the first
random-noise pattern (for 100 ms), the prime and a second
random-noise pattern (100 ms), and finally the target picture,
for 3 s or until the participant responded (whichever came first;
see Fig. 1b). Participants categorized the target stimuli as an
animal or a tool by means of a buttonpress response as quickly
and accurately as possible.

In Experiment 1b, prime pictures were rendered invisible
via BM (see Fig. 1c), in which a briefly presented prime
picture is followed by a high-contrast backward mask.
Participants saw a fixation cross (for 500 ms), then the prime
picture (for 20 ms), the backward mask (100 ms), and finally
the target picture, for 3 s or until the participant responded
(whichever came first; see Fig. 1c). As in Experiment 1a,
participants were asked to categorize the target stimuli as
quickly and accurately as possible.

In both Experiments 1a and 1b, after the experiment proper,
participants performed a prime discrimination task. The prime
discrimination task provided independent data to ensure lack
of awareness of the prime. In this task, participants were

informed of the presence of a prime and were instructed to
categorize the primes as either animals or tools. The trial
sequence remained the same as in the previous tasks, except
that the target was not presented. In Experiment 1a, partici-
pants performed the prime discrimination task for primes
rendered invisible with CFS, whereas in Experiment 1b, prime
discrimination was carried out for primes rendered invisible
using BM conditions. Only participants who performed at
chance on the prime discrimination task were included in the
main analyses reported for both experiments (see Fig. S2a, b
for more detailed analyses).

All experiments were run on a Dell PC, with a ViewSonic
ultrabrite A90_f monitor. The monitor refresh rate was 100 Hz.
Stimuli were presented usingDisplayMaster DirectX (DMDX)
software (Forster & Forster, 2003). Experiments 1a and 1b
each lasted approximately 40 min.

Analysis Planned contrasts were used to analyze response
latencies (Rosenthal, Rosnow, & Rubin, 2000). For each cate-
gory in each experiment, three pairwise contrasts were
employed to test for a priming effect in categorization responses
times. The priming effect was calculated as the difference in
response time between incongruent trials and the other condi-
tions. For animal targets, elongated tools were considered as the
canonical incongruent condition and were contrasted against
the other prime conditions (i.e., blob-like animals, elongated
animals, and blob-like “tools”). For tool targets, blob-like ani-
mals were considered as the canonical incongruent prime con-
dition and were compared with all the other prime conditions
(i.e., elongated tools, blob-like “tools,” and elongated animals).

For the prime awareness task, participants who reported
seeing any prime during the experiment proper or prime
awareness task were immediately discarded without further
analysis. The remaining data were entered into a z -test for one
proportion. Participants whose global data were significantly
different from chance (at p < .05) were discarded. We also
tested whether there were differences in prime awareness
between the prime conditions using a z -test for two propor-
tions; participants showing significant differences were also
not included in the main analysis.

Results

For both BM and CFS, an independent prime awareness
measurement task was used to select participants who could
not reliably report the category of the prime (i.e., who were
objectively and subjectively unaware of the prime pictures;
see Table 1 and Fig. S1). In Experiment 1a, 2 participants were
discarded because their error rate was above 2 standard devi-
ations from the mean error rate of the participants. Of the
remaining 52 participants, 27 participants were included in
the analysis because they were not objectively and/or
subjectively aware of the primes in the prime awareness task.
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In Experiment 1b, 29 out of the 50 participants were included
in the main analysis, since they were not objectively and/or
subjectively aware of the primes.

For both procedures, we obtained priming results that
demonstrated that the primes were processed and were used
during target categorization (for mean response times, see
Table 2). The results were, however, dramatically different
for the two procedures. For the CFS experiment (Experiment 1a;
N = 27), elongated tool (e.g., hammer) and elongated animal
(e.g., fish) primes elicited faster categorization responses for
tool targets, when compared with blob-like animal primes
[e.g., cow; average priming for elongated tool = 12 ms,
SEM = 4 ms, t(26) = 3.08, p = .005; average priming for
elongated animals = 8 ms, SEM = 3 ms, t(26) = 2.43, p = .022;
for blob-like “tools,” t < 1; Fig. 2a]. In contrast, no effects of
the prime pictures were obtained for the categorization of
animal targets [ts < 1; for blob-like “tool” prime stimuli,
t(26) = 1.53, p = .139; Fig 2a].

For the BM experiment (Experiment 1b;N = 29), however,
only elongated tool primes (e.g., hammer) facilitated catego-
rization responses to tool targets, when compared with the
blob-like animal primes [e.g., cow; average priming for elon-
gated tools = 9 ms, SEM = 3 ms, t (28) = 2.86, p = .008; all
other ts < 1; Fig. 2b]. Elongated-shaped animal primes (e.g.,
fish), as well as blob-like animal primes (e.g., cow), led to faster
categorization responses for animal targets, when compared
with elongated tool prime pictures [e.g., hammer; average prim-
ing for blob-like animals = 16 ms, SEM = 6 ms, t(28) = 2.55,

p = .017; average priming for elongated animals = 13 ms,
SEM = 6 ms, t(28) = 2.06, p = .049; Fig. 2b]. Somewhat
out of line with the overall pattern, blob-like “tools” (e.g.,
doorknob) facilitated the categorization of animal targets,
but not that of tool targets [average priming for blob-like
“tools” on animal targets = 10 ms, SEM = 4 ms, t(28) = 2.77,
p = .01; Fig. 2b].

Discussion

In Experiment 1, we demonstrated that elongated objects,
irrespective of their semantic category membership, when
under situations that bias processing toward the dorsal stream
(i.e., under CFS), influence the categorization of manipulable
objects. In contrast, when visual processing is not biased to the
dorsal visual stream (i.e., under BM), information about an
object’s semantic category membership supersedes elongation
and drives priming effects.

Note, however, that for Experiment 1b (i.e., under BM),
blob-like “tool” primes did not affect the categorization of tool
targets more than blob-like animal primes. Although these
items are clearly recognizable as manipulable objects, their
“toolness”may be hard to extract in situations where the signal
is impoverished (e.g., BM-induced suppression). Interestingly,
under the same masking condition, these primes elicited prim-
ing of animal targets, suggesting that information about the
shape of these object primes was nevertheless available and
served to prime an overall shape that was congruent with the

Table 1 Experimental measures of prime awareness: percentages of correct performance, standard deviations (SDs), and standard errors of the means
(SEMs) across participants

Experiments

Experiment 1a Experiment 1b Experiment 2 Experiment 3 Experiment 4

Overall mean, % correct 50.19 48.75 53.15 49.76 52.04

SD 4.28 3.78 4.60 3.53 3.33

SEM 0.82 0.70 0.68 0.54 0.55

Note . For data from individual participants, see Fig. S1.

Table 2 Average response times across all participants for Experiments 1a and 1b by condition (in milliseconds; with standard errors of themeans across
participants in parentheses)

Targets

Animal Tool
Primes Primes

Elongated Animal Animal Tool Round Tool Elongated Animal Animal Tool Round Tool

Experiment 1a CFS 511.2 (14.9) 510.0 (14.0) 510.2 (14.0) 503.7 (13.3) 515.0 (12.8) 523.3 (13.3) 511.3 (11.9) 519.5 (12.7)

Experiment 1b BM 496.1 (11.8) 492.8 (11.1) 508.7 (13.9) 498.2 (12.4) 501.3 (11.6) 504.7 (10.7) 495.3 (11.4) 504.7 (11.9)

Note. CFS, continuous flash suppression; BM, backward masking
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target animals. Importantly, the overall pattern of results from
Experiment 1b demonstrates that the priming effect elicited by
elongated primes under CFS is not a reflection of their lack of
“animalness” but, rather, of the differential processing under-
lying CFS and BM.

The interpretation of the data from Experiment 1 that we
therefore favor is that elongation is a visual feature that
“triggers” processing of a stimulus by the dorsal stream and
activity within dorsal stream structures is able to influence a
subsequent categorization of a tool. However, it is important to
consider alternative explanations that collectively derive from
the design choice of using only elongated tools as targets.
Thus, one possible alternative explanation for our data would
be that our results reflect strict form priming. Such visual form
priming effects would be observed only for the conditions
where elongated primes (which can be animals or tools) pre-
cede elongated targets (which, in our experiments, were only
tools), but not when blob-like primes (which can be animals or
tools) precede blob-like targets (which in our experiments were
only animals). This would be so because these elongated-
shaped primes would be preferentially available under CFS,
when compared with blob-like-shaped primes. This alternative
view differs from what we propose herein, in that it suggests

that it is not an effect of elongation (of primes) on tool
categorization, but an effect of an elongated prime on an
elongated target. This issue, of whether the selectivity in the
effects that we observe depends on the target tool stimuli being
elongated, is important to consider. There are several directions
from which it can be approached.

First, one issue that needs to be considered is whether CFS,
as a technique, is less effective in suppressing elongated than
blob-like shapes. To the best of our knowledge, there are no
data that suggest that elongated shapes are less suppressed than
blob-like shapes by CFS (see the Discussion section of
Experiment 2 for additional consideration). In fact, we, and
others, have shown that blob-like shapes (e.g., faces) can influ-
ence behavioral and neural responses under CFS (Almeida,
Pajtas, Mahon, Nakayama, & Caramazza, 2013; Jiang & He,
2006; Pasley, Mayes, & Schultz, 2004; Yang & Blake, 2012).
Specifically, an emotional face (a blob-like shape) can interfere
with likability judgments over a neutral nonface item, whereas
an elongated shape (a polygon) does not (Almeida et al., 2013),
suggesting that elongated and blob-like shapes do not differ in
their general suppressibility or accessibility under CFS.

Another direction from which an alternative explanation
could be considered is whether the pattern we have observed

Fig. 2 Behavioral priming effects for Experiment 1. Average priming
effects are plotted as a function of the experimental conditions.*p < .05;
**p < .005. Congruent priming corresponds to the difference in response
time (RT) between the incongruent prime condition (blob-like animal
primes in the case of tool targets and elongated tools in the case of animal
targets) and the congruent prime condition (elongated tool primes in the
case of tool targets and blob-like animals in the case of animal targets).
Elongated animal priming corresponds to the difference in RT between

incongruent prime conditions and elongated animal primes. Finally,
round “tool” priming corresponds to the difference in RT between incon-
gruent prime conditions and round “tool” primes. Error bars represent the
standard errors of the means for priming effects across participants. a
Results for Experiment 1a, where continuous flash suppression was used
to render primes invisible. b Results for Experiment 1b, where backward
masking was used to render primes invisible
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is the result of a strictly form-based priming effect. In other
words, elongated stimuli selectively prime tool targets because
of similarity in visual form, and not because of a privileged
relationship between elongation and the dorsal stream.However,
on this account, it is not clear why CFS-suppressed blob-like
primes (i.e., animal and blob-like tool primes) do not prime
blob-like targets (i.e., blob-like animal targets). That is, why
don’t we see form priming effects for animals under CFS?
This question is ever the more pressing, on this alternative
explanation, in the context of the fact that we do see priming
for blob-like animal primes under BM (see also Almeida et al.,
2008). Another argument against a form-based interpretation of
the data from Experiment 1 is that CFS-suppressed identity
primes, where the visual forms of the prime and the target are
exactly the same, produce no more priming than do CFS-
suppressed category congruent primes (Almeida et al., 2010).

It might be argued that a decisive test of these issues would
be to repeat Experiment 1, but to use blob-like tool targets.
However, even if it were the case that there was no priming of
CFS-suppressed elongated tools on blob-like tool targets, that
would be consistent with either of two alternatives: (1) the
original effect is a form-based phenomenon, or (2) blob-like
stimuli do not have a special privileged to be processed by the
dorsal stream. Thus, such an experiment would not, in the end,
be conclusive. Given that there is independent reason to be
cautious about the contribution of form-based priming (blob-
like primes do not prime blob-like targets, and no added
priming from identity primes), we believe that the balance of
evidence argues against a form-based account. Thus, without
denying possible contributions of any form-based priming, it
seems that being an elongated object is the critical dimension
determiningwhether primes affect tool target processing when
the primes are rendered invisible with CFS. We suggest that
this is because elongation is the critical dimension determin-
ing whether primes affect tool target processing when these
primes are rendered invisible with CFS, because their process-
ing is biased toward the dorsal stream. Nevertheless, it is
important to bear in mind that the conclusions that can be
drawn from these experiments do have the limitation that they
are restricted to a situation in which the target tools are
elongated. That said, we sought to provide additional positive
evidence for our central hypothesis using other experimental
approaches to bias processing of visual stimuli toward the
dorsal visual pathway.

Experiment 2

The CFS-specific results presented in Experiment 1a were
further studied in a second experiment, where simple elongated
or blob-like nonobject shapes (i.e., a solid rod and a solid circle;
Fig. 1a) were presented as primes instead of the object pictures
used previously. The use of these simple shapes, instead of real
objects, allowed us to isolate the minimal features that are

needed to trigger activity within the dorsal stream, which then,
by hypothesis, affects categorization of manipulable objects.

Method

Participants Eighty-seven undergraduate students participat-
ed in the study in exchange for course credit or payment. All
participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, were
right-handed, and gave written informed consent. Participants
were naïve as to the experimental hypotheses. The project was
approved by the appropriate institutional review board.

Materials and procedure We used the same black-and-white
target pictures as in Experiment 1. For prime stimuli, we used
one obliquely oriented rod and one centrally presented circle
(see Fig. 1a for the exact prime stimuli used). In this experi-
ment, each target picture was presented 20 times, and each
prime picture was presented 80 times, for a total of 160 trials.

As in Experiment 1a, the primes were rendered invisible
via CFS (see Fig. 1b). After the experiment proper, partici-
pants completed a prime discrimination task that was similar
to the one in Experiment 1a, except that participants judged
whether they saw a rod or a circle. Only participants who
performed at chance in the prime discrimination task were
included in the analyses of response time (see Fig. S2c for
more detailed analyses).

This experiment was run on a Dell PC, with a ViewSonic
Ultrabrite A90_f monitor. Themonitor refresh rate was 100 Hz.
Stimuli were presented using DisplayMaster DirectX (DMDX)
software (Forster & Forster, 2003). This experiment lasted
approximately 10 min.

Analysis We used planned contrasts to analyze response
latencies (Rosenthal et al., 2000). For each category in each
experiment, one pairwise contrast was employed over the
difference in response time between incongruent trials (circle
for tool targets and rod for animal targets) and the congruent
condition (rod for tool targets and circle for animal targets).
The analysis of prime awareness data followed the same steps
as in Experiments 1a and 1b.

Results

As in the previous experiments, participants whose prime
discrimination levels were not above chance were included
in the main analysis (see Table 1). Out of the 87 participants,
46 were included in the main analysis, since they were objec-
tively and subjectively unaware of the prime pictures.

Rectangular and circular shapes, rendered invisible with
CFS, resulted in significant priming effects, but only for target
tools (as in Experiment 1a; for mean response times, see
Table 3). Participants were faster to categorize tool targets in
the presence of a CFS-suppressed elongated-shaped prime
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(i.e., a rod) than in the presence of a blob-like-shaped prime
[i.e., a circle; N = 46; average priming for the rod during
categorization of tool targets = 7ms, SEM = 3ms; t( 45) = 2.17,
p = .035; for animal targets, t < 1].

Discussion

The results from Experiment 2 demonstrate that shape elon-
gation, when processed by the dorsal stream, and even when
carried by a category-neutral stimulus, affects tool categoriza-
tion but not animal categorization. Again, as was discussed
after Experiment 1, this effect must be taken in the context of
the fact that all of the tool targets were elongated themselves.

Experiment 3

In Experiments 1 and 2, we exploited the neural signatures of
CFS and BM to bias prime processing toward the dorsal
stream and showed that object elongation, when processed
by the dorsal stream, affects categorization of tool targets. As
was described in the Introduction, the use of CFS as a tool to
dissociate processing within dorsal and ventral stream regions
has been challenged (e.g., Hesselmann & Malach, 2011;
Sterzer et al., 2008). Although the balance of evidence still
seems to suggest that CFS can be useful in inducing biases in
visual processing toward dorsal stream structures, converging
data from other methods and manipulations may be needed to
support the claim that object elongation, when processed by
the dorsal stream, affects decisions about tool targets. It has
been shown that the effectiveness of the masks traditionally
used under CFSmay not uniformly apply to all types of object
features (Yang & Blake, 2012). In particular, Yang and Blake
suggested that diagonally oriented stimuli are more prone to
escape CFS suppression than are other types of stimuli.
Despite the fact that our stimuli span different orientations
(see Fig. S1), that the spatial distribution of the masks we used
for CFS is very similar to the one used for BM, and that the
strict prime awareness criteria employed would excluded par-
ticipants whose signal-to-noise ratio for elongated objects was
significantly higher than for blob-like objects, it might be
maintained that the potential inefficiency of CFS in suppressing

elongated objects may have contributed to the results of these
two experiments. Finally, CFS and BM have very different
time courses, and these timing signatures may interact differ-
entially with the effects observed for elongated and blob-like
objects.

To address these lingering issues and to further show that
elongation, when processed by dorsal stream structures, can
be used to inform manipulable object categorization, we used
BM in Experiments 3 and 4 and exploited other psychophysical
dimensions that are thought to bias processing toward the
dorsal visual stream. These two experiments are crucial since
they circumvent the issues that may be raised for the argument
that CFS biases analysis toward the dorsal stream, while per-
mitting other means for testing the theoretical prediction that
the visual dimension of elongation triggers analysis by the
dorsal stream and, hence, has a privileged relationship to con-
ceptual decisions about tools.

In Experiment 3, we explored the fact that the neural
networks that process tools within the dorsal and ventral
streams have different degrees of lateralization. Neural spec-
ificity for tools tends to be bilateral in ventral stream structures
but left-lateralized in parietal and frontal regions (for right-
handers; Chao & Martin, 2000; Handy et al., 2003; Johnson-
Frey et al., 2005; Mahon et al., 2007). As such, lateralized
presentations of backward-masked primes should result in
different sensitivities to tool-related dorsal stream processing
for primes presented in the RVF and in the LVF (Garcea et al.,
2012). Specifically, we predicted that backward-masked elon-
gated animal primes would prime tool targets when presented
in the RVF, but not in the LVF, whereas tool primes should
facilitate the categorization of tool targets regardless of the
side on which the tool primes were presented.

Method

Participants Fifty-three undergraduate students participated
in the study in exchange for course credit. All participants
had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, were right-handed,
and gave oral informed consent. Participants were naïve as to
the experimental hypotheses. The project was approved by the
appropriate institutional review board.

Materials and procedure We used the same black-and-white
target and prime pictures as in Experiment 1, with the excep-
tion of the blob-like tool primes. This condition was dropped
from the experiment, since we focused on the condition of
interest—elongated animals. Each target picture appeared 72
times, and each prime picture was presented 48 times, for a
total of 576 trials. The procedure followed the one used in
Experiment 1b, except that backward-masked primes were not
presented in the center of the screen. For half of the trials,
prime pictures were presented in the RVF, whereas on the
other half, they were presented in the LVF. The border of the

Table 3 Average response times across all participants for Experiment 2
by condition (in milliseconds; with standard errors of the means across
participants in parentheses)

Targets

Animal Tool
Primes Primes

Circle Bar Circle Bar

Experiment 2 511.2 (10.6) 513.1 (12.2) 512.6 (9.5) 505.5 (9.2)
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prime pictures that was closest to fixation was positioned 3.5°
of visual angle away from fixation. Immediately after the
prime pictures, and irrespective of the prime location, two
masks were presented, one on each side, spatially overlapping
the possible locations of the primes (see Garcea et al., 2012).
Immediately after the masks, a centrally presented target
appeared and remained on the screen for 3 s or until a
response was made, whichever came first. After the experi-
ment proper, participants completed a prime discrimination
task similar to those in previous experiments, except that the
primes were again presented in the RVF or LVF. Only partic-
ipants who performed at chance level in the prime discrimi-
nation task were included in the main analyses reported here
(see Fig. S2d for more detailed analyses).

Experiments were run on a PC, with a Samsung
SyncMaster 793DF monitor. The monitor refresh rate was
75 Hz. Stimuli were presented using MATLAB and the
Psychophysics Toolbox extensions (e.g., Brainard, 1997).
This experiment lasted approximately 1 h.

Analysis Planned contrasts were used to analyze response
latencies (Rosenthal et al., 2000). For each category and
prime location, two pairwise contrasts were employed to test
for priming effects in categorization response times. The
priming effect was calculated as the difference in response
time between incongruent trials and the other conditions.
For animal targets, elongated tool primes were considered
the canonical incongruent condition and were contrasted
with blob-like animal and elongated animal prime pictures.
For tool targets, blob-like animal primes were considered as
the canonical incongruent prime condition and were com-
pared with elongated tool and elongated animal prime pic-
tures. The analysis of prime awareness data followed the same
steps as in Experiments 1a and 1b.

Results

Data from the independent prime awareness task were used as
a criterion to include participants in the main analysis (see
Table 1). Out of the 52 participants, 42 were included because
they were subjectively and/or objectively unaware of the
prime pictures during the experiment.

The analysis of categorization times showed that tool
primes, when compared with blob-like animal primes, facili-
tated the categorization of tool targets irrespective of whether
the primes were presented in the RVF or the LVF [average
priming effects for tool primes in the RVF= 23ms, SEM = 5ms,
t(41) = 4.84, p < .0001; average priming effects for tool primes
in the LVF = 11 ms, SEM = 4 ms, t(41) = 2.685, p = .011; see
Fig. 3; for mean response times, see Table 4]. More relevant for
our present hypothesis is the analysis of whether elongated
animals, when compared to blob-like animal primes, affect the
categorization of tool targets. This analysis yielded differential

results depending on the side of prime presentation. Specifically,
elongated animal primes presented in the RVF, when compared
with RVF-presented blob-like animal primes, led to faster cate-
gorization times for tool targets [average priming effects for
elongated animal primes in the RVF = 13 ms, SEM = 5 ms;
t(41) = 2. 854, p = .017]. In contrast, when the same comparison
was made for the elongated and blob-like animal primes
presented in the LVF, no significant difference was obtained
(average priming effects for elongated animal primes in the
LVF = 4 ms, SEM = 5 ms; t < 1). As was predicted, while
congruent priming effects for tool targets were obtained for
RVF and LVF prime presentations, the effect of elongated
animal primes over tool targets was appreciable only when
the primes were presented in the RVF.

Categorization times for animal targets revealed priming
effects that were not equally distributed across the LVF and
RVF. Animal primes presented in the RVF, irrespective of
whether they were elongated or not, facilitated the categori-
zation of animal targets [average priming effects for blob-like
animal primes in the RVF = 22 ms, SEM = 4 ms, t (41) =
3.757, p = .001; average priming effects for elongated animal
primes in the RVF = 13 ms, SEM = 5 ms, t (41) = 2.878,
p = .006; see Fig. 3]. Animal primes presented in the LVF
unexpectedly did not facilitate animal target categorization
[average priming effects for blob-like animal primes in the
LVF = 6 ms, SEM = 6 ms, t (41) < 1; average priming effects
for elongated animal primes in the LVF = 6 ms, SEM = 4 ms,
t (41) = 1.409, p = .166; see Fig. 3].

Fig. 3 Behavioral priming effects for Experiment 3. Average priming
effects are plotted as a function of the experimental conditions and side of
presentation.*p < .05; **p < .005. Congruent priming corresponds to the
difference in response time (RT) between the incongruent prime condition
(blob-like animal primes in the case of tool targets and elongated tools in
the case of animal targets) and the congruent prime condition (elongated
tool primes in the case of tool targets and blob-like animals in the case of
animal targets). Elongated animal priming corresponds to the difference
in RT between incongruent prime conditions and elongated animal
primes. Error bars represent the standard errors of the means for priming
effects across participants
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Discussion

The results of Experiment 3 show that in experimental condi-
tions where participants are categorizing tool targets and
where the processing of prime stimuli is putatively biased
toward the dorsal stream (i.e., RVF presentations), elongated
objects, irrespective of their semantic category membership,
facilitate the processing of tool targets. These results are
particularly striking because RVF and LVF prime conditions
differ only in the locus of presentation of the prime picture.
Our results also show an unexpected imbalance in the priming
effects observed for animal target pictures. Although beyond
the scope of the present investigation, there are reports that
show that priming effects for primes presented in the LVF are
weak or nonexistent (e.g., Abernethy & Coney, 1993;
Koivisto & Revonsuo, 2000; Lovseth & Atchley, 2010).

Experiment 4

In Experiment 4, in conjunction with BM, we used a depen-
dent measure that is more sensitive to effects emerging from
dorsal stream structures—reaching trajectories. In this exper-
iment, we asked participants to reach and touch one of two
spots on the screen. Because reaching and pointing are heavily
dependent on online visuomotor corrections and on the pro-
cessing subserved by regions within the dorsal stream (e.g.,
Batista et al., 1999; Connolly et al., 2003), we predicted that
hand trajectories would show processing similarities for tool
and elongated animal primes, especially when compared with
blob-like animals, that were not apparent in Experiment 1b.
That is, given the reliance of reaching on dorsal stream struc-
tures, the approach of Experiment 4 allowed for effects of dorsal
stream processing to be expressed in participants’ categorization
decisions with BM-suppressed primes. Thus, Experiment 4
presented primes and targets in exactly the same manner as in
Experiment 1b but used reaching trajectories instead of re-
sponse latencies as the dependent measure. This is not to say
that reaching trajectories would express preferentially effects
mediated by the dorsal stream in an overall and absolute fashion
but, rather, that, as compared with the dependent variable used

in Experiment 1b (i.e., buttonpresses), reaching trajectories
might be more sensitive in expressing dorsal stream processing.

Method

Participants Fifty-eight students participated in the study in
exchange for course credit. All participants had normal or
corrected-to-normal vision, were right-handed, and gave oral
informed consent. Participants were naïve as to the experi-
mental hypotheses. The project was approved by the appro-
priate institutional review board.

Materials and procedure In this experiment, we used the
same materials as in Experiment 3 and the same procedures
as in Experiment 1b, with the exception that the dependent
measure was reaching movements instead of buttonpresses.
The trial structure used in this experiment was exactly the
same as in Experiment 1b, with a central prime followed by a
mask that was immediately followed by a target picture. On
each trial, participants were instructed to first press a button
that would trigger the initiation of that trial. The button was
aligned with the participant’s midline and was positioned 5 cm
way from her/his body. Immediately upon presentation of the
target, participants initiated a reaching movement as quickly
as possible. Their task was to touch a square presented on
either the right or the left border of the monitor, according to
the category of the target. Trials where movement initiation
was slower than 350 ms or initiated before the target picture
was presented were aborted and repeated at the end of the
blocks. Participants received training before the experiment
proper started. The mapping between category of the target
and side of response was counterbalanced across participants.
After the experiment proper, participants completed a prime
discrimination task that was similar to the one in Experiment 1b
and where the responses were collected through buttonpresses.
Only participants who performed at chance level in the prime
discrimination task were included in the main analyses reported
here (see Fig. S2e for more detailed analyses).

All experiments were run on a PC, with a Samsung
SyncMaster 793DF monitor. The monitor refresh rate was
75 Hz. Stimuli were presented using MATLAB and the

Table 4 Average response times across all participants for Experiment 3 by condition (in milliseconds; with standard errors of the means across
participants in parentheses)

Targets

Animal Tool
Primes Primes

Elongated Animal Animal Tool Elongated Animal Animal Tool

Prime on the right 491.8 (17.1) 483.2 (15.6) 504.8 (16.5) 502.3 (16.4) 515.0 (18.0) 492.3 (15.6)

Prime on the left 488.3 (15.9) 488.9 (16.0) 494.5 (16.2) 508.7 (18.4) 512.3 (16.3) 501.6 (18.2)
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Psychophysics Toolbox extensions (e.g., Brainard, 1997). An
Optotrak 3D Investigator™ Motion Capture System from
Northern Digital Inc. sampling 3-D coordinates at 200 Hz
was used to record the reaching movements. This experiment
lasted approximately 40 min.

Analysis For the analysis of motion-tracking data, we followed
standard procedures (e.g., Finkbeiner & Friedman, 2011).
From the pointing data, we extracted a dependent measure that
related to prime-specific deviation in reach trajectories.We first
calculated, for each trajectory, the straight line that united the
trajectory’s start and end points (i.e., an optimal trajectory). We
then calculated, per trajectory, the area between this straight
line and the actual trajectory—that is, the area under the curve
for each trajectory. The larger the area under the curve, the
stronger the interference effect of the prime on that particular
trajectory; congruent primes should lead to smaller areas under
the curve than incongruent primes.

Planned contrasts were then used over the mean areas
under the curve for each condition (Rosenthal et al., 2000).
For each category, we contrasted the area under the curve for
the incongruent prime conditions with those for the other two
conditions. For animal targets, elongated tool primes were
considered as the canonical incongruent condition and were
contrasted against blob-like animal and elongated animal
prime pictures. For tool targets, blob-like animal primes were
considered as the canonical incongruent prime condition and
were compared with elongated tool and elongated animal
prime pictures. The analysis of prime awareness data followed
the same steps as in the previous experiments.

Results

Data from the prime awareness task led to the selection of 37
participants whowere objectively and subjectively unaware of
the prime pictures throughout the experiment.

Values for the area under the curve for all the trajectories
from these 37 participants were entered into the main analysis
and were used as a proxy for the deviation of a trajectory
relative to an optimal trajectory. This analysis revealed that
reaching trajectories varied across experimental conditions
(see Fig. 4). There was a trend for trajectories in response to
tool targets to deviate more when those targets were preceded
by blob-like animal primes than when preceded by tool primes
[average difference between the area under the curve = 2.3mm2,
SEM = 1.4 mm2; t(36) = 2.334, p = .096] and a clear effect
comparing blob-like animals and elongated animals [average
difference between the area under the curve = 2.7 mm2, SEM =
0.9 mm2; t(36) = 2.711, p = .0031; see Fig. 5]. These effects
indicate that, for tool targets, elongated animal primes are
processed similarly to tool primes, despite their semantic cate-
gory, and lead to diminished shifts in trajectory, when compared
with blob-like animal prime pictures.

Trajectories in response to animal targets were also affected
by the prime pictures. Tool primes, when compared with both
types of animal primes, led to more appreciable deviations in
hand trajectories, as measured by larger areas under the curve
for the tool prime condition [average difference between
the area under the curve for tool and blob-like animal
primes = 3 mm2, SEM = 1.3 mm2, t(36) = 2.252, p = .031;
average difference between the area under the curve for tool
and elongated animal primes = 2.4 mm2, SEM = 1.2 mm2,
t (36) = 2.401, p = .053; see Fig. 5].

Discussion

In Experiment 4, we used a dependent measure—reaching
trajectories—that is more sensitive to effects originating in the
dorsal stream than are traditional dependent measures, such as
the one used in Experiment 1b. In contrast to the results
obtained in Experiment 1b, the results of Experiment 4 show
that elongated animal and tool primes lead to shifts in reach
trajectories that are less pronounced than those observed from
animal primes when tool targets are categorized. That is, this
dependent measure revealed that object elongation can affect
tool recognition, again, at least for elongated tool targets. On
the other hand and in line with the results of Experiment 1b,
shifts in reach trajectory were more pronounced for tool
primes than for both kinds of animal primes, when animal
targets were categorized.

Interestingly, our data do not show any advantage for a tool
prime, when compared with an elongated animal prime, for
the categorization of tool targets. It could have been speculat-
ed that because tool primes not only are elongated, but also
belong to the same semantic category as the targets, these
primes should lead to trajectories that are even closer to the
optimal direct trajectory than do elongated animal primes. It
may be the case that trajectory deviations for the processing of
tool and animal targets are differentially dependent on infor-
mation that is available in different temporal windows.
Information on object elongationmay be available earlier than
categorical information, due to faster processing in dorsal
stream regions. As such, when information about the category
of an elongated animal prime picture becomes available, the
trajectory is already being guided by the notion that there is
an elongated object, which will, in turn, signal the presence
of a graspable object. This information about graspability is
then confirmed by the (putatively) slower but detailed anal-
ysis of the input by the ventral visual pathways.

General discussion

Recently, it has been shown that dorsal stream information affects
conceptual decisions about manipulable objects (Almeida et al.,
2010; Almeida et al., 2008; Helbig et al., 2006). Here, in a series
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of experiments, we addressed the nature of this information. In
Experiments 1a and 2, primes were presented under CFS, a
technique that biases processing toward the dorsal visual stream;
those primes consistently influenced manipulable object catego-
rization if they had an elongated shape, irrespective of their

semantic category membership. Experiment 1b extended these
results by showing that when prime pictures are processed by a
more extended set of brain regions including the ventral stream
(using BM to render the primes invisible), semantic category
membership information supersedes the effect of elongation. In

Fig. 4 Sample data from hand trajectories for Experiment 4. a All hand
trajectories for a representative participant. b Average hand trajectories
(solid lines) and 2.5 standard deviation (dashed lines) for a representative

participant, by condition. c Average hand trajectories by condition for all
participants (results normalized to the animal-left/tool-right response
mapping)
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Experiment 3, backward-masked elongated primes presented in
the RVF, which should, by hypothesis, have privileged access to
the left-lateralized dorsal stream tool-specific network, facilitated
processing of tool targets. Finally, in Experiment 4, we used a
dependentmeasure that reliedmore on dorsal stream processing
and showed that deviations in reach trajectories toward tool
targets were stronger for blob-like animal primes than for
elongated animal or tool primes.

By using these different procedures and psychophysical
manipulations to address the role of dorsal stream information
inmanipulable object recognition, wewere able to capitalize on
the relative strengths of the different approaches and show that
the basic phenomenon is invariant to various weaknesses that
may be attend any given paradigm. These results demonstrate
that (1) a visuomotor perceptual feature—object elongation—
triggers analysis by the dorsal visual pathway and (2) when the
dorsal visual pathway is engaged by a stimulus, conceptual
decisions about subsequently presented tool stimuli are also
modulated.

What is it about elongated objects, or the feature “elonga-
tion,” that leads to these phenomena? One response is that
effects occur over conceptual information: Elongation invites
grasp preparation, and the preparation of the grasping system
(even diffusely or generally) leads to activation spreading to
object concepts that we commonly grasp (e.g., Almeida et al.,
2010; Almeida et al., 2008; Culham et al., 2006). Another
possibility is that it is the priming of grasp information itself

that is relevant and, in the course of making conceptual
decisions, the cognitive system takes into account the current
state of the sensorimotor system (Mahon & Caramazza,
2005). In other words, grasping, like many other kinds of
actions, is, in part, dependent on sensory information that is
inherently uncertain. Any dimension that helps disambiguate
environmental uncertainty will lead to a faster andmore robust
definition of the graspable status of a target object, and the
graspable status of an object is relevant to conceptual
processing.

Elongation may be one such dimension. A rod-like surface
reduces the degrees of freedom within the motor system, since
optimal grasp points will be along the longitudinal axis of the
object, provided that the rod is not extremely thin and the
longitudinal axis is sufficiently wide; grasp points will also
probably be located in or around the center of mass of the
object (e.g., Blake, 1992; Iberall, Bingham, & Arbib, 1986;
Lederman & Wing, 2003). In fact, when the grasp points are
not at the center of mass, a torque will be created, and grasp
equilibrium will not be as easily met (e.g., Iberall et al., 1986;
Lederman &Wing, 2003). For a blob-like object (e.g., a circle),
any diameter passes through the center of mass (assuming an
even distribution of weight throughout the object), and as such,
the selection of the particular grasp points to be used is depen-
dent on information other than that immediately available from
visual inspection. On the other hand, the selection of grasp
points for an elongated object (e.g., an ellipse or rectangle) is
much more constrained by the geometrical properties of the
object and the location of its center of mass (Lederman&Wing,
2003), since there is a limited set of grasp points that fall on the
object’s center of mass. In fact, when one interacts with an
object, an object’s projection profile increases the probability of
shaping one’s hand to perform a grasp (Klatzky, McCloskey,
Doherty, Pellegrino, & Smith, 1987). Moreover, such an elon-
gated shape immediately provides a graspable surface—a han-
dle. Therefore, the processing of elongated objects within the
dorsal stream may prompt a limited set of visuomotor descrip-
tions, or even a unique description, to guide motor interaction.
This unambiguous description grants the systemmore indepen-
dence from inputs from other brain regions to select and prepare
the most appropriate grasp. We propose that it is this enhanced
grasping status, and visuomotor preparation, that may be useful
in assisting conceptual decisions about manipulable objects.
However, it is important to note, on such an account, that object
grasping and object concepts are established to doubly dissoci-
ate under conditions of brain damage.

These data and considerations converge with observations
from the classic agnosic patient D.F.—who presented with
bilateral lesions to her ventral stream—and with the perfor-
mance of optic ataxic patients, who typically present with
lesions within dorsal stream regions. Goodale, Meenan,
et al. (1994) showed that D.F. grasped simple objects, with a
unique or unambiguous principal axis, near or around the

Fig. 5 Behavioral priming effects for Experiment 4: average values for
the areas under the curve plotted as a function of the experimental
conditions. ¥p = .096; *p ≤ .05; **p < .005. Error bars represent standard
errors of the means for priming effects across participants
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center of mass, similarly to healthy controls. In contrast, optic
ataxic patient R.V. positioned her fingers much further away
from the center of mass and, thus, failed to grasp the objects
optimally. Interestingly, when patient D.F. is presented with
objects that lack a unique or unambiguous elongated principal
axis (e.g., T-shaped or cross-shaped objects) and, therefore,
there are competing visuomotor descriptions available, her
dorsal stream is no longer capable of dictating the proper
commands for flawless action performance (Carey, Harvey,
&Milner, 1996; Goodale, Jakobson, Milner, & Perrett, 1994).
In such situations, the preparation and execution of the grasp
itself is well formed as a visuomotor act, but it is not directed
toward parts of the object that then facilitate goal-directed
behavior toward the object. This is (presumably) because the
dorsal stream, in and of itself, is not able to select among
different grasps that are all optimal from a strict visuomotor
perspective but only one of which is optimal with respect to
the goals of the action. However, other theoretical possibilities
exist (for a discussion, see Mahon & Wu, in press).

It must be noted, however, that processing within the dorsal
stream is much richer than what we have been proposing up to
now. For instance, there are many neuroimaging reports that
implicate dorsal stream structures in the preparation and com-
prehension of tool manipulation (Boronat et al., 2005;
Johnson-Frey et al., 2005; Kellenbach, Brett, & Patterson,
2003). Moreover, research on apraxia has shown that some
of these dorsal stream structures are causally implicated in the
manipulation of objects (Buxbaum, Kyle, Grossman, &
Coslett, 2007; Goldenberg & Spatt, 2009; Haaland,
Harrington, & Knight, 2000; Sirigu, Duhamel, & Poncet,
1991). Clearly, tool-related dorsal stream processing is not
exhausted by the processing of an object’s axis of elongation.
Notwithstanding, we believe that the structures within the
dorsal stream that are least dependent on input from else-
where—namely, the ventral stream—may be limited in their
capacity to process higher-level tool-related information and
are, hence, restricted to a strict visuomotor analysis of the
surrounding environment. In such situations, object elonga-
tion (and perhaps other visuomotor dimensions, such as size
and orientation) can be very useful in defining the graspable
status of an object.

Recently, we have used functional MRI to show that tool
processing within superior (and posterior) parietal regions is
less dependent on input from ventral temporal regions (in
comparison with inferior parietal regions; Almeida, Fintzi, &
Mahon, 2013; Mahon, Kumar, & Almeida, 2013). Specifically,
psychophysical manipulations of stimuli that bias processing
toward the dorsal stream lead to selective activation for tool
images in superior and posterior parietal regions, in the vicinity
of the activations reported by Fang and He (2005) when tool
stimuli were rendered invisible during fMRI with CFS. More
generally, the location of these superior and posterior parietal
regions aligns well with the set of parietal regions that are

typically damaged in patients with impairments for reaching
and grasping (i.e., optic ataxic deficits; e.g., Perenin &Vighetto,
1988; see also Culham et al., 2003, for convergence fMRI data).
Additional convergence evidence is provided by the results of
Sakata and colleagues (e.g., Sakata et al., 1998; see also Shikata
et al., 2001), who found that the firing rate of a population of
neurons in the caudal intraparietal sulcus increases monoton-
ically with increasing length of the stimulus and decreases
with increasing thickness of the elongated stimuli. Finally,
these more posterior parietal regions seem to be involved in
the processing of other visuomotor dimensions, such as
object orientation and, perhaps, size, in support of object
grasping (e.g., James, Humphrey, Gati, Menon, & Goodale,
2002). Whether there are similar visuomotor effects of ori-
entation or size—and possibly, other dimensions—under ex-
perimental conditions that bias analysis toward the dorsal
stream should be explored in future experiments.

As was noted above (see the Discussion section of
Experiment 1), the conclusions that are afforded by this series
of experiments are constrained by the fact that the tool targets
were always themselves elongated. Although the weight of
empirical evidence argues against an account in terms of strict
visual form priming, it could be that our effects were due to the
fact that elongated animals primes and tool targets shared the
elongated profile. This alternative view is not dramatically
different from our perspective. We believe, however, that it
is not form per se that drives our effects but, rather, what can
be extracted from the processing of an elongated object within
the dorsal stream that then affects the categorization of elon-
gated tool targets. Nevertheless, because we have not
addressed this issue directly and empirically, further studies
will be needed to fully understand the role of object elongation
in driving the phenomena that we have reported.

Our results suggest that locally within the dorsal stream,
there is limited, if any, conceptual processing of objects.
Without reliable or relevant input from elsewhere in the brain
(e.g., identity or categorical information processed by regions
within the ventral stream or the prefrontal cortex), the dorsal
stream structures (perhaps those that are more posterior) are
restricted to strict visuomotor shape-dependent information.
Under such processing situations, what these dorsal stream
structures care about is whether a stimulus is graspable and
the ease and robustness with which it can establish that.
Importantly, we show that this kind of information can be
relevant to conceptually based decisions about manipulable
objects. When the category of a manipulable object is
determined, the understanding that a stimulus is graspable
may be sufficiently diagnostic to affect the categorization
decision. Interestingly, however, this information can be
superseded by the category information about an item,
when available, suggesting promiscuity within the cognitive
system. Specifically, according to the use demanded of the
information by a particular task, different types of
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information will be accentuated in the service of fulfilling
the current task goals.
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